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MIKE’S 2015 SPRING BEAR HUNT REPORT
We had another very successful spring bear hunt in 2015! We once again hosted 32 hunters in our comfortable
lodge over 6 weeks of hunting. We shot 37 bears with our 2 bear per hunter limit. We could always take 2 bears each
but we do our best to target mature male bears and not shoot females or little ones regardless of whether they are
colored bears. We killed 21 big boars and unfortunately flesh wounded a couple of other giants that we didn't recover,
18 of the 21 big bears had skulls scoring over the Pope and Young minimum of 18 inches. Almost all of these boars have
a spring weight of well over 250 lbs and have hides that square around the 7 foot mark or better. Six out of the 21 boars
were giants with skulls over 19 inches, 2 of them were over 20 inchers and one broke the magical Boone and Crockett
minimum of 21 inches! These great statistics are all due to our cooperative, trophy hunting clients, many of them return
customers. Our hunters also usually see a ton of bears too, upwards of 40-50 different bears in a week of hunting. A
poor week is one where the hunter only sees a dozen bears. We live with an abundance of bears in big bear heaven!
The first week of hunters was repeat clients, Randy Ginest, Terry Pifer, Jamie Shultz and Doug Kizzar along with
newcomers Josh Austin and JB. They killed 5 big male bears with Randy getting the biggest one, a beautiful 7 foot
cinnamon with an 18 10/16 skull. We hosted 4 Alberta boys and 2 Americans the 2nd week of hunters. Jerome Lavigne
from Calgary won the Alberta big bear contest with a 7 ft, 300 lb, 19 1/16 big boar and the Americans cleaned up with 4
big bears for the return clients, husband and wife team of Brandon and LeeAnn Goodwin. LeeAnn's biggest was a hefty
330 lbs, 19 1/16 skull and Brandon's was a giant 385 pounder with a just under 20 inch skull, it ended up being the
heaviest bear for the year.
We killed 4 more big bears and shot a total of 11 bears in the 3rd and 4th weeks of hunting taking us to the end
of May. Some of the repeat hunters were Mike Blain from Utah and Ed Keppler and Nick Snoke from Texas. Clint
Morrow from Colorado was another repeat hunter and one of the luckiest hunters of the season. He was sitting the
Gravel Pit bait when the Legendary and Ghostly Eartag Bear came strolling in, hot on the heels of a sow. We have been
trying to kill this bear for 4 years! Clint took him down with one well placed arrow, 21 2/16 skull and 360 lbs, an
awesome bear!! Some other notable big bears those 2 weeks were taken by Mandie Tuttle, Charlie Redfern and Ken
Dittig. Ken took his bear with a traditional, recurve bow.
The June breeding season gave a flurry of activity with another 11 bears being shot by 8 hunters. Mark Corry,
Emile and Eric Vaillancourt all took big male bears. Repeat hunter Tom Snell took a good sized 18 11/16 skull bear and
Tom's buddy Scott Slusser took a melon headed, old, gorgeous, chocolate bear with a 20 4/16 skull, 330 lbs, 7 foot hide.
Tom and Scott are from Michigan.
Honorable mention also goes out to my nephew Josh Ukrainetz who killed his first animal and with a bow! A
perfect heart shot on a big ole bear. His Dad, (my brother Phil) and I couldn't have been more proud. Well, maybe I was
more thrilled when my 8 year old daughter Brooke got to lightly poke a bear in the nose with a stick out of one of our
new, wooden, ground blinds. Very exciting for her and me! Special thanks goes out to repeat guides Josh Harb and Cody
Colbourne and new guide Clayton Hood. Ana Terhorst did another fantastic job on the cooking! They all appreciated
your generosity in tips too, thank you very much!!
We are almost booked up for 2016 so call me right away if you are interested in a top quality, fun bear hunt.
Our long term goal is for all of our hunters to continue see lots of bears and to selectively harvest only the big, old male
bears, no sows and no little ones, regardless of color. Hopefully this sounds like the hunt you are looking for? You can
visit this website for a detailed look into our 2015 bear hunts, lots of great pictures: www.bowsite.com - Mike's
Outfitting

